
 

Simple, professional, high quality photo editor, for people who love photos. Easy Photo Movie Maker allows you to transform
your photos into beautiful movies. It supports editing, merging, cropping, adding text and many more photo editing features. It
can also be used as a very advanced camera. It supports Nikon, Canon, Olympus, Pentax, Sony, Fuji, Samsung, Kodak, PD,
Nikon D1, Sony DSC, Olympus DSC and many other camera models. Easy Photo Movie Maker Features: * Merge multiple
photos into video file * Create a video slideshow from your photos * Add music, texts and borders to the video * Crop the
image * Rotate, flip, flip, zoom, rotate the image * Convert to GIF * Create mini-movie from a photo * Add your photo to
video * Add a variety of effects to your photo * Select the area you want to edit * Adjust brightness, contrast, hue and
saturation * Add filter, shadow, vignette, emboss, soft focus, posterize, sepia, gamma, sharpen, soft or hard edge, dither,
blurring and more. * Adjust and stabilize the video with three stabilization techniques: optical, chroma, and motion. * Apply a
variety of transitions, titles, and text * Adjust the overall speed and length of the video * Apply multiple filter effects to a video
* Crop the video * Adjust frame rate, frame size and frames per second * Adjust the volume of audio * Retouch the photo *
Add music to video * Add a filter to video * Add audio to video * Add a border to the video * Add a watermark to the video *
Add text to video * Change the video size * Add a still image * Change image size * Change the video speed * Adjust video
brightness and contrast * Adjust video saturation * Adjust video gamma * Adjust video sharpness * Adjust video brightness *
Adjust video brightness and contrast * Adjust video saturation * Adjust video sharpness * Adjust video gamma * Adjust video
noise * Adjust video blur * Adjust video blur * Adjust video noise * Adjust video blur * Adjust video shadow * Adjust video
sigmoid * Adjust video vignette * Adjust video vignette * Adjust video border * Adjust video borders * Adjust video color *
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Keyboard macro recorder for any computer. KeyMacro is a fast, lightweight and easy-to-use program that lets you create
complex and unique automated actions on your keyboard. Keyboard Macro editor KeyMacro lets you record a series of simple
and complex keyboard shortcuts as text macros. You can record your actions by using different layers, and these layers are easy
to navigate through. It also has the ability to recognize phrases, so you can create single-clicked macro actions and more. The
program has a default key mappings window, which means that it’s not necessary to edit the configurations file all the time. It’s
available in two editions: Lite and Pro. KeyMacro features KeyMacro has lots of customizable features such as the ability to
record a series of keys, monitor all other applications or record a macro while playing a specific program. You can also edit the
commands that get recorded during the recording process. It has a built-in file manager and command line window. You can add
a keyboard shortcut to any open file, edit or delete a file, rename a file and more. Some of the supported platforms include
Windows 10, 7, 8, 8.1 and Vista. NiteEdit Description: NiteEdit is a simple yet effective text editor for Linux. It’s been built
with a simple interface to create basic tasks or extend it further with more features. Simple to use NiteEdit is a basic text editor
that is designed for Linux users. You can carry out all the editing operations very fast, but you can also use the supported plugins
to perform more advanced features. Supports text formats It lets you work with different text formats including simple ones like
ASCII and Unicode. Additionally, it supports different encoding types such as ANSI, UTF-8, UTF-16, etc. Supports the
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clipboard NiteEdit allows you to copy and paste text from and to the clipboard. You can save a document in the format of your
choice on your desktop. File management features There are a number of options that allow you to manage files with ease.
Some of these features include creating a new folder, opening, closing and moving a file and more. Sidebar description: The
sidebar is a window that is embedded into the main window of the app. It consists of various features including a recently used
file list, a file browser, the QuickLaunch tool, etc. Lite Features: 1
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